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8. Which one isn’t a disadvantage of watching television?

A) Characters can affect children.

B) Children get fat.

C) Children can be aggressive.

D) TV is funny and exciting.

9. If the kids watch TV so near to the screen, they can 

have ...........................................................

A) weight problems. B) ear problems.

C) eye problems. D) violent acts.

10. Which one hasn’t got an answer according to the 

passage?

A) When do the kids show aggressive behaviours?

B) How many hours should we watch TV?

C) Why should the parents be careful?

D) Who can show aggressive behaviours?

11. Kids should watch TV less than 4 hours. Otherwise, 

they can ...................................................

A) lose weight.  B) be fit.

C) be energetic.  D) get weight.

Answer the questions (8 - 11) according to the passage given below.

Lots of people love watching television. TV is sometimes funny 

and exciting but sometimes it is a waste of time. It has many 

disadvantages. Children can become overweight when they 

watch more than 4 hours a day. Because they never move and 

also they usually have snacks. Kids can show aggressive 

behaviours when they view violent acts on TV. Because they 

watch violence and they want to do what they see on the screen. 

Characters on TV have an effect on children so parents should 

be careful about the programs. Many children can wear 

eye-glasses because they sit nearer to the TV and look at the 

screen. The volume of the TV is another problem. If the sound is 

too loud, they can have ear problems so all the parents should 

limit the time of their children watching TV.
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6. Which one is a greenhouse?

A)  B)  C)  D) 

7. First, the Sun shines through the atmosphere during the day. Then, ……............................................…………………………….

A) Earth’s surface cools.   B) the Earth’s surface warms up in the sunlight.

C) Earth warms the plants.   D) the Sun forms gases.

A greenhouse is a house made of glass. It has glass walls and a glass roof. People grow tomatoes, flowers and other plants 

in them. A greenhouse stays warm inside, even during winter sunlight shines in and warms the plants and warms the plants 

and air inside. Earth’s atmosphere does the same thing as the greenhouse. Gases in the atmosphere such as carbon dioxide 

do what the roof of a greenhouse does. During the day, the Sun shines through the atmosphere. Earth’s surface warms up 

in the sunlight. At night; Earth’s surface cools. The greenhouse gases trap some of the heat in the atmosphere.

Answer the questions (6 - 7) according to the given passage.
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8. Who is younger than Aden?

A) Betty

B) Nick

C) Nobody

D) Sarah

9. Who is taller than Betty?

A) Aden and Nick

B) Only Nick

C) Only Sarah

D) Only Aden

Answer the questions (8 - 9) according to the passage below.

Aden: My father, Nick is forty years old. He has got short brown hair and brown eyes. He’s 1.84 meters tall. My mother, 

Betty is thirty nine years old. She has got long straight hair. She’s 1.68 meters tall. My sister’s name is Sarah. She’s five years 

old. She has got long straight hair, too. She is 1.44 meters tall. And I’ve got fair hair. I’m eight years old and 1.53 meters tall.
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TEST - 5 

 (1 - 6 : For these questions, choose the best option 

to fill in the blanks.)

1. 
She is outgoing

and honest.
……..........................................

A) What does she like?

B) What is she like?

C) What does she look like?

D) Is she outgoing and honest?

2. Marilyn: Look at the little baby! It is so ...................................

 Janet: Oh, let’s go near him. He’s my nephew.

A) cute.   B) ugly.

C) stubborn.   D) punctual.

3. Jude: Can you work easily with Lauren?

 Anita: Yes, it is easy to work with Lauren. She never 

complains about anything. She is …..............................................

A) selfish.   B) stubborn.

C) thoughtful.  D) easygoing.

4. 
He has got black

hair and hazel eyes.
……..........................................

A) How is his character?

B) What does he look like?

C) What is he like?

D) What does he like?

5. All my friends are ten years old but my cousin, Kylie 

is ……...............................................………. my friends. She is twelve.

A) taller than  B) fatter than

C) older than  D) younger than

6. My sister does exercises regularly and she is always 

careful about her diet. She is ……....................................…………….

A) overweight.  B) smart.

C) slim.   D) plump.

7. Paul: 1.74 cm tall.

 Kevin: 1.54 cm tall.

 According to the given information, which one is 

correct?

A) Kevin is taller than Paul.

B) Paul is taller than Kevin.

C) Paul is shorter than Paul.

D) Kevin isn’t shorter than Paul

8. Samantha has blond hair and blue eyes. She is 

attractive.

 Who is Samantha?

A)  B) 

C)  D) 
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7. According to the passage, ..................................................................

A) she likes doing sports.

B) she gets up late at the weekends.

C) she goes jogging aşpme at the weekends.

D) she doesn’t have breakfast.

8. Miranda ………………………………….............................................…………………………..

 Which one isn’t appropriate for the blank given 

above?

A) has a healthy life.

B) enjoys going jogging.

C) swims two hours on Saturday and Sundays.

D) wakes up early.

9. After Miranda wakes up, she .............................................................

A) gets dressed quickly.

B) has a healthy breakfast.

C) goes jogging.

D) brushes her hair.

10. Miranda goes swimming …..................................…………………………..

A) on Saturdays.

B) everyday.

C) three times a week.

D) once a week.

Answer the questions (7 - 10) according to the passage below.

Hi! My name is Miranda. I’m twelve years old. I 

always go to bed early because I always get up 

early in the mornings. My day begins with a 

healthy breakfast. After breakfast, I get dressed 

and comb my hair. Then I go to school. After 

school, I come back to home and do my 

homework. I have a healthy dinner and spend 

time with my family in the evenings. I read 

books before I go to bed. At the weekends, I 

get up early, too. After I have breakfast with 

my family, we go jogging together. It is a great 

activity because it is fun. On Sundays, I have a 

swimming course. The swimming pool is near my house so I’m lucky. I swim two hours on Sundays, I want to be a 

successful swimmer when I grow up.
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TEST - 8 

 (1 - 11 : For these questions, choose the best option 

to fill in the blanks.)

1. 
Because he wants

to win the race.
......................................................................

A) Why does he train so much?

B) What does he do to train for the matches?

C) Which sports does he do?

D) Why doesn’t he want to get the cup?

2. Bob: ...............................................................................................................................

 David: She does gymnastics because she doesn’t 

like team sports.

A) Does she do sports regularly?

B) Why does she do gymnastics?

C) Does she like individual sports?

D) Does she try hard to be fit?

3. Emma trains everyday ………………………………….. she wants to 

be fit.

A) or   B) because of

C) but   D) because

4. Michael: Do you do any sports?

 Sarah: No, never.

 Michael: Why?

 Sarah: ………………………………………….......................................…………………………….

A) Because I always do sports.

B) Because I love doing sports.

C) Because I don’t have much time.

D) Because I run every day.

5. Jenny: …......................................................………………………………..…………………….

 Frank: Because I think football matches are exciting.

A) Why do you do sports every day?

B) Why do you watch football matches?

C) Why do you go on a diet?

D) Do you often watch football matches?

6. 

 You should wear a helmet when you go cycling. 

……………………………….. you can fall down and hit your head. 

It is necessary to keep your head safe.

A) But   B) And

C) Because   D) So

3C5520E3

DESCRIBING WHAT  PEOPLE DO REGULARLY
(GIVING EXPLANATIONS AND REASONS)
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10. Which one is correct?

A) Frank went on a safari tour.

B) They saw only penguins at the zoo.

C) Turtles were in the lake.

D) They heard the alarm at the zoo.

11. According to the text, …………………………………………………………………

A) they took the photos of the animals at the zoo.

B) they hid behind the rock.

C) Frank saw a huge tree there.

D) Frank’s brother started to run.

12. Frank thanked to the zoo keeper because ………………………

A) tigers were out of the cage.

B) he chased pandas.

C) he rescued them.

D) his brother cried a lot.

13. Which question can’t be answered?

A) What was the noise?

B) When did the zoo keeper catch the animals?

C) Where did Frank and his brother go?

D) What was their memory?

Hi, my name is Frank. I want to tell you about my scary memory. My brother and I went to the zoo last year. There were 

lots of animals such as lions, tigers, turtles, pandas, penguins, giraffes. We took their photos. Then, we heard a different noise. 

Everyone became anxious and people started to run. The voice was an alarm. I saw a big rock and I took my brother 

when the rock was behind him. We saw lions and tigers out of their cages. They chased pandas. A zoo keeper came and 

rescued us from there. My brother cried a lot and I thanked to the zoo keeper. I can never forget this day.

Answer the questions (10 - 13) according to the passage given below.
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TEST - 20 

 (1 - 8 : For these questions, choose the best option 

to fill in the blanks.)

1. Perry: I watched a documentary about Goliath 

birds. They ……………………………….. frogs in the documentary.

A) lived   B) swam

C) ate   D) climbed

2. Dora: Some animals became extinct …………………………… 

people hunted them for different reasons. 

A) because   B) because of

C) to   D) but

3. Andy: What should we do ………………………………….. protect 

wildlife?

 Henry: We should help them …………………………………. survive.

A) and   B) but

C) because   D) to

4. 
A kangaroo is a mammal with powerful

legs and …………………………..........................................……….

A) it has got a sharp horn on its face.

B) it always jumps around.

C) it is a tall waterbird.

D) it often communicates with people.

5. Pandas are endangered animals. We ....................................... 

the trees or destroy forests.

A) shouldn’t cut down B) should hunt

C) shouldn’t keep D) should feed

6. 
Penguins are black and white birds.

They can swim well but …………………………………….

A) they can fly high hills.

B) they can’t hunt.

C) they can imitate human voice.

D) they can’t fly.

7. 

 Becca: The Loggerhead becomes extinct ………………….. 

global warming.

A) because   B) because of

C) to   D) and

8. 
About 3600 years ago.………………......................................……..

A) When did the last mammoths die out?

B) How long does an elephant live?

C) When did leopards hunt?

D) Which animal never needs sleeping?
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9. Which one is not correct?

A) The dodo birds were very big birds.

B) The dodo birds ate fruits, nuts and seeds.

C) The dodo birds had big wings to fly.

D) The dodo birds ran very fast.

10. Which question has got an answer?

A) Who was responsible for the extinction?

B) How fast could they fly?

C) Why did dodos have small wings?

D) Which animals did they live with?

11. What was the reason of extinction of the dodo 

birds?

A) Because they couldn’t fly.

B) Because they inhabited in Madagascar. 

C) Because people fed them with nuts.

D) Because the sailors hunted them.

12. The text doesn’t give us information about the .............

A) weight   B) preys

C) food   D) height

Answer the questions (9 - 12) according to the passage below.

Dodos were huge birds. They were one meter tall. They had very small wings so they couldn’t fly. They weigh between 10-

18 kilograms. They had strong powerful legs. Because of this, they could fun fast. Dodos were grey or brown. They had a 

green, black and yellow beak. They ate fruits, nuts and seeds. They inhabited in the east of Madagascar until 1662. Sailors 

were responsible for the extinction of these birds because they hunted and ate them.


